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Abstract 
1 Introduction 

One of the most difficult aspects of developing com- 
putational algorithms for stereopsis that match the 
intrinsic capabilities of human vision is the correspon- 
dence problem; that is locating the same point, if it 
exists, in multi-viewed time-varying sensor measure- 
ments. Correspondences have been determined us- 
ing feature-based or region-based matching algorithms 
with bottom-up or top-down implementations [3]. The 
bottom-up or low-level approach for stereo analysis in- 
cludes: i) extracting feature points or area measures 
in both views, ii) matching the feature points or area 
measures under certain geometric, illumination, re- 
flectance and object constraints, and iii) computing 
a depth or height map using the disparity values from 
correspondences using sensor geometry and scanning 
configuration. Most stereo algorithms invariably pro- 
duce errors due to noise, low image or feature content, 
geometric distortion, depth discontinuities, occlusion, 
illumination and reflectance changes across the scene 
and between views, transparency effects leading to 
multiple matches, and instability of the cameras and 
sensors during image formation. Such model viola- 
tions are difficult to handle in a comprehensive fash- 
ion. Robust statistical methods have recently been 
applied to a variety of computer vision problems in- 
cluding motion estimation [lo] [ll][S], surface recovery 
from range data [9], and image segmentation [2]. Ro- 
bust methods offer a powerful alternative to  smooth- 
ness and regularization constraints to mitigate the ef- 
fects of model errors. A new multistage adaptive ro- 
bust (MAR) algorithm combined with a multiresolu- 
tion coarse-to-fine matching model is developed for ro- 
bust stereo analysis. 

Stereo analysis of remotely sensed images is use- 
ful for a variety of applications including cloud height 
measurement and digital terrain models. Stereopsis 
both in human vision and in remote sensing relies 
on the same principal of parallax but the matching 
problem is made more difficult due to the extremely 
long baselines with satellite geometries. The esti- 
mation of cloud-top structure using multiple satellite 
views (both geosynchronous and low earth orbiting) 
is an extremely challenging problem due to the time- 
dependent dynamics of the satellite-based imaging in- 
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struments and complex fractal-like surface properties 
of clouds [7]. Robust estimation methods have the 
advantage of possessing adaptive properties to  local 
depth changes in the prescence of outliers. Time se- 
quential stereoscopic observations of clouds from me- 
teorological satellites provide a basic analysis tool for 
a broad spectrum of applications [4] including numer- 
ical weather prediction, cloud modeling, and global 
climate understanding. 

A two-step robust stereo analysis algorithm is de- 
veloped and applied to the satellite-based cloud height 
estimation problem. The first step involves estimating 
initial disparities (depth map or height field provided 

rithm that uses regularization and image warping and 
is described in the next section. For the second step 
the matching model using to  derive robust estimators 
is described in Section 3, followed by a description of 
the multi-stage robust estimation process for handling 
outliers and irregularities in the initial stereo disparity 
field. The incorporation of a multistage robust statis- 
tical process using a general matching model leads to  
improved performance. 

by a hierarchical coarse-to-fine stereo ana / ysis algo- 

2 Parallel Automatic Stereo Analysis 

The first step involves estimating an initial set of 
dense disparities using a stereo pair of images. An 
Automatic Stereo Analysis (ASA) algorithm [5] [8] 
has been developed and implemented on the commer- 
cially available massively parallel supercomputer Mas- 
Par MP-2 at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen- 
ter. The parallel implementation enables the estima- 
tion and visualization of cloud surfaces interactively 
in realtime [7]. The ASA uses a hierarchical approach 
with a coarse-to-fine resolution implementation based 
on varying the size of the template windows (match- 
ing blocks) rather than filtering the image. The ASA 
can search for both horizontal and vertical dispari- 
ties though for the experiments in this paper the dis- 
parities have been constrained to  be along horizontal 
epipolar lines only. 

Suppose that the stereo image pair consists of a 
reference image fr and a test image ft. The ASA 
algorithm includes the following steps: 

Algorithm 
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Preprocessing. The pixel brightness in both the 
test and reference images are rescaled to  the full 
dynamic range typically 0 to 255. The two im- 
ages are compared to determine the maximum 
and minimum offsets in the x and y directions 
which is used to shift the test image and center 
the offsets with respect to  the reference image if 
required. The starting resolution (matching tem- 
plate size) is determined automatically using in- 
formation about local image texture. The neigh- 
borhood search area for block matching, is a pa- 
rameter that can be estimated using maximum 
image offset information as a guideline. 

Determining  matches .  For each reference im- 
age pixel z,, a matching block M ,  cen- 
tered at z, is defined and its best match z; 
within the search area R of the test image is 
found using the normalized cross-correlation cri- 
terion. Denoting the disparity z; - z, by d,, 

sample mean. 

e Removal  of ”bad match” areas in the  disparity 
map .  Under the constraint that surfaces are 
locally continuous the disparity function must 
also be continuous. So large disparity gradients 
greater than a threshold are considered to be due 
to  bad matches. Such outlier disparities are in- 
terpolated using an iterative approach [5]. 

e Smoothing the  disparity map .  After interpolation, 
the disparity function may need to  be smoothed 
to reduce the effects of noise and outlier dispar- 
ities that could not be interpolated to  obtain a 
more continuous warping function. 

e Hierarchical warping. The disparity map esti- 
mated at each resolution is added cumulatively 
and is used as a two-dimensional distortion func- 
tion to  geometrically correct the original test im- 
age for stereopsis effects. The warped image val- 
ues are obtained by resampling the test image us- 
ing linear interpolation. 

The above algorithm is iteratively applied to  ob- 
tain a more refined disparity map. The disparities 
estimated at each resolution should decrease to zero 
and the warped test image should closely match the 
reference image. The ASA algorithm has good per- 
formance for a variety of satellite-based stereo cloud 
data [5] [$I. However, the ASA algorithm has diffi- 
culty capturing the fine scale surface structures, han- 
dling occlusion, noise, and other model errors. In the 
second step, the resultant ASA-based disparity map 
is used to initialize the proposed multi-stage adaptive 
robust (MAR) stereo algorithm for refining the depth 
map. 

3 A Constrained Image Matching 
Model 

Pixel-wise correspondence matching is known to 
be inherently ambiguous and an ill-posed problem. 
Consequently, many different smoothness constraints 
have been proposed to  overcome ill-conditioning [l] . 
The selection of a smoothness constraint largely de- 
termines the nature and performance of the algorithm 
and is application dependent. In the ASA algorithm, 
an implicit smoothness constraint is imposed in that 
all the pixels within a matching template in the ref- 
erence image are assumed to  share the same dispar- 
ity, which implies that the reference matching block 
is mapped to  a corresponding block in the test image. 
This local uniform disparity constraint ignores small 
scale structure leading to systematic biases and causes 
outlier problems when disparity discontinuities exist 
within the matching template. An improved matching 
model is first developed to determine a robust estima- 
tor for disparity estimation. 
3.1 Geometric Constraint 

The true disparity function is linearly related to 
the depth function of the scene and may be arbitrar- 
ily complex. Viewing the disparity function as a 3- 
D surface, block based matching algorithms approxi- 
mate each local patch of the disparity surface with a 
horizontal planar patch. Apparently, this type of ap- 
proximation fails to  account for the surface orientation 
of each local patch. A better model of the disparity 
surface is to use an affine transform-based geometric 
constraint. 

Suppose two image patches I,. and It are the cor- 
responding matching areas in the reference and the 
test images, respectively. Let zi = ( ~ i , y i ) ~  E I,. 
and zi =   xi,^:)^ E I t .  The smoothness constraint 
between I,. and It can be described by the following 
affine transformation: 

Z: = Azi +a, i = 1, (1) 

where N is the size of I,. and the 2 x 2 matrix A and 
the 2 x 1 vector a together characterize a geometric 
transformation from zi to  its match point z:. Assum- 
ing a horizontal epipolar stereopsis constraint, (1) can 
be more simply described by, 

Z: = A l ~ i + A z y i  + U ,  

y: = yi. (2) 

Thus, the disparity di between the i-th pixel pair 
(xi, yi) and (xi, y,!) is given by di = Z: - xi assum- 
ing horizontal epipolar lines, or 

di = (Ai - l ) ~ i  + A z ~ i  + U .  (3) 

Notice that the disparity function is now modeled as 
an arbitrary 3-D plane parameterized by AI, A2 and 
U .  Therefore, a meaningful interpretation of this geo- 
metric model is that the disparity function is approxi- 
mated by using arbitrary plane patches instead of hor- 
izontal ones. This certainly provides a better model- 
ing of the cloud depth surface as the changing cloud 
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depth can now be better depicted. To prevent over- 
modeling, however, we still take the pixel-wise mod- 
eling approach. That is, for every pixel, the model 
is established over a surrounding patch I,. centered at 
that pixel and the evaluation result applies only to the 
center pixel. 
3.2 Intensity Constraint 

As the primitive property, matching areas in the 
reference and test ima es should have a high inten- 
sity correlation. Let f,.?.) and ft(.) denote the inten- 
sity functions of the reference and test images, respec- 
tively. The intensity correlation between I,. and It is 
imposed by 

where c and b characterize the contrast and bright- 
ness difference between the two image patches, respec- 
tively. 
3.3 Matching Measure 

Based on the foregoing geometric constraint and 
intensity constraint, an appropriate matching measure 
is defined by 

following. The specific optimization methods are pre- 
sented in the next section. 

After all the parameters are appropriately deter- 
mined, the disparity di for pixel (xi,yi) is computed 
from (3). The above model-based optimization ap- 
proach is a generalization of the block matching al- 
gorithm used by the ASA algorithm as the initial 
step of the robust stereo estimation process. When 
A1 = 1,Az = 0, the geometric model reduces to 
the block matching model with a being the variable 
measuring the translational component. In the block 
matching algorithm, the parameter (translation a) is 
exhaustively searched and compared within a certain 
disparity range to  avoid local extrema problems but 
the searching parameter does not have sufficient pre- 
cision without using an interpolation scheme. In the 
model-based optimization approach, the parameters 
are determined using nonlinear optimization of an ob- 
jective function which may suffer from local extrema 
problems. However, very high precision of the param- 
eters can be achieved to match the local image statis- 
tics. The two approaches are combined to take advan- 
tages of their respective merits. The ASA algorithm is 
used to  provide the required good initialization for the 
proposed multi-stage adaptive robust (MAR) stereo 

If the two image patches IT and It matches well, (h;? 
si values should be close to zero and can be modeled 
as a Gaussian distribution. 
3.4 Parameter Optimization 

To find the best match for pixel (x,,yn), its sur- 
rounding neighborhood of appropriate size, e.g., 5 x 5, 
is chosen as the match patch I,., based on which the 
parameter set (AI ,  A2, a,  c, b) is to be evaluated and 
used to  find the disparity d,. The geometric param- 
eters are intended to approximate the local disparity 
surface and should be locally determined but it is more 
reasonable to determine the intensity parameters on a 
larger scale. For example, a uniform intensity patch 
can be matched to another uniform patch by an infi- 
nite number of choices of c and b. When the image 
contrast is not uniform over the whole image domain 
due to  regional luminance difference, the image can 
be sub-divided into large blocks and a separate set of 
(c, 6) for each block can be estimated. 

Suppose the size of the whole image or a large 
image block is M .  Suppose the correspondences 
((xi, yi), (xi, y,!)), i = 1, .. . , M have been estimated 
in the first step using the ASA algorithm. Then a 
good estimation of the intensity parameters c and b is 
determined by the least-squares solution to (4). The 
intensity parameters c and b are then fixed in deter- 
mining the geometric parameters. 

To minimize the sum of matching errors xz s:, 
nonlinear optimization methods need to be ,sec# as 
seen from (5) since f,.(-) and ft(.) are nonlinear im- 
age intensity functions. To reduce the local extrema 
problems often associated with nonlinear optimization 
methods, we compute the initial values for the geo- 
metric parameters A I ,  A2 and a by using the match- 
ing results from the ASA algorithm, as detailed in the 

4 Multi-Stage Adaptive Robust Dis- 

The constrained matching model provides a bet- 
ter approximation of the true disparity surface but 
surfaces are still assumed to  be locally continuous. 
Local surface or disparity discontinuities, irregulari- 
ties, shape distortions, partial occlusions, noisy image 
intensities and other model violations are accommo- 
dated using a multi-stage adaptive robust algorithm. 
A practical matching algorithm needs to  address a 
wide variety of almost arbitrary model violations using 
a well-managed regular model. 

parity Estimation 

4.1 Adaptive Refinement Scheme 
When the matching patch I,. contains depth bound- 

aries, shape distortions or occlusions, I,. can be consid- 
ered as multi-structured, consisting of multiple smaller 
patches, each of which contains a portion of the orig- 
inal data set supporting a distinct matching model. 
However, the shape of each small patch is unknown 
and may not even be decided by spatial proximity. 
Therefore, it is almost impossible to artificially parti- 
tion the patch I,. in advance. 

Under such a condition, the matching errors in (5) 
are no longer Gaussian distributed under any set of 
model parameters; instead, they form a mixture of 
Gaussian distributions and possibly outliers under ap- 
propriate sets of (unknown) model parameters. In par- 
ticular, each valid model is supported by a portion of 
data whose matching errors appear to  be Gaussian 
distributed under an appropriate set of model param- 
eters. Therefore, without advanced knowledge about 
the patch shapes and the parameter values, it is re- 
quired to concurrently perform the the data group- 
ing and parameter estimation. To achieve this task, 
we propose to use robust estimation methods that 
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are able to accomplish correct parameter estimation 
without much influenced by irrelevant data or out- 
liers. Specifically, the MF-estimator [ll] will be used 
since it can effectively handle a mixture of different 
models in a single (outlier-contaminated) data set. 
However, since the MF-estimator is computationally 
demanding, we propose an mult,i-stage adaptive ap- 
proach where increasingly sophisticated methods are 
employed only when necessary. It offers a good bal- 
ance between sophisticated modeling and computation 
efficiency. 

For each pixel (x,, y,) in the reference image f,. , 
a 5 x 5 working window M ,  centered at (xCn,yn)  is 
defined. This working window is treated as the image 
patch I,. in the foregoing matching model (4) and (2). 
The model parameters are to  be determined based M ,  
and used to compute the disparity d, for pixel (x, , y,) 
as in (3) .  

As discussed in the foregoing section, the inten- 
sity parameters c and b are globally determined and 
then fixed. The geometric parameters A I ,  A2 and a 
are estimated by using one of three estimators, i.e., 
least-squares estimator, bi-weight estimator and MF- 
estimator [ll], embedded in a multi-stage adaptive ap- 
proach as follows. 
4.2 Least-Squares Estimator 

The least-squares estimate of the matching param- 
eters AI, A2 and a within the work window M ,  is 
determined by 

N 

i=l 

where N is the size of M,. To achieve the minimiza- 
tion, we basically follow the gradient-descent iterative 
method. Let A1 be 81, A2 be 82 and a be 83.  Denote 
8 = ( 8 1 , 8 2 ,  83)T. It can be easily derived that 

where 

To minimize & l s ,  we let 

(9) 

which leads to 

which, in turn, can be sufficiently satisfied if we let 

[e& ael & aoa & )  ae3 

Then, the B can be updated by 

A8 = -Xt(sl , . . . , S N ) ~ .  (13) 

where Xt is the psedo-inverse of ma.trix X .  Thus, 
starting for certain initial values (see next section), 
Al,A2 and a can be iteratively solved. 

When the above iteration converges, we compute 
model error variance 

1 N 

a2 = ( f t  (A1 xi + A2 yi + a , yi ) - ( c f r  (x i ’  y i )  + b)12 

(14) 
i=l 

If the true disparities within M ,  are uniform, the 
matching model (2) and (4) should hold well and thus 
(T should be small. In contrast, when disparity discon- 
tinuities, shape distortions or occlusions occur in M,, 
the matching model is violated and a large U results. 
Therefore, we define a threshold U to measure the re- 
liability. If (T > U, the above estimation is considered 
unreliable and will be re-estimated using the follow- 
ing bi-weight estimator. Otherwise, the disparity d, 
for pixel (x,, y,) is obtained by using (3). 
4.3 Bi-weight Estimator 

The bi-weight estimator is one of conventional ro- 
bust estimation methods intended to  suppress the in- 
fluence of outliers in parameter estimation. Typically, 
the bi-weight estimator can tolerate up to  30 - 40% 
percent of outliers. Therefore, it can be used to handle 
cases where the disparities within M ,  are partially ir- 
regular. In practice, there exist many such cases since 
the moving window M ,  can partly cover disparity dis- 
continuities, shape distortions or occlusions. 

The bi-weight estimator is essentially a weighted 
least-squares estimation method. It ca.n be derived as 
minimizing the following objective function: 

where the weight function wi is given by 
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N N 
with S m e d  being the median of [si[, i = 1 , .  . . , N ,  and 

- -  aQ772j - I{L~Ajs ; -~Ai} ,  (22) 
i=l 

a a2. 
a = l  

aa c being a tuning constant typically between 2 and 10. 
The minimization of &bw can be achieved similarly 

as in the least-squares estimator. With wi being con- 
sidered as constant at each iteration step, it can be 
easily derived that the parameter 6 should be updated 
by 

where 
(23) A .  - si 

gi +t '  1 -  

A6 = - X " ( W i s i ,  . . . , W N S N ) ~ .  (18) 
i = 1, . . . , N ,  are updated as in 

Following the gradient-descent method, it can be sim- 
ilarly derived that the parameter 6 should be updated And the weight 

(16) and (17). by 
After convergence, we compute model error vari- A6 = --Xt(X1~1,.*.,A~~~)'. (24) 

ance And a is updated by 
N 

N 1 
a2 = - 

When a small percentage of the true disparities within 
M ,  are irregular, the bi-weight estimator will reject 
them as outliers by assigning small or zero weights and 
yield a valid matching model (indicated by a small 
U ) .  However, there are two cases that more sophisti- 
cated MF-estimator needs to  be further applied: (1). 
U is large. This indicates that the disparities are more 
complex structured and the resultant estimation is still 
unreliable. (2). U is small but the center pixel (zn, g,) 
is rejected as an outlier. This indicates that M ,  may 

Wi( ft (A1 ci+AaYi+a, Yi>-( c f r  (.a, Yi>+b)>2. 
ELPi i=l  (25) 

(19) 

The iteration continues until convergence. 
The foregoing maximization is performed for each 

increasingly larger t starting at t = 0 until the result 
passes a normality test. The normality test is con- 
ducted as fo~bws.  

e Size  verification. The set of nonoutliers is col- 
lected as 

be multi-structured and the center pixel belongs to  a G = {i : gi > t ,  i = 1, . . . , N }  (26) 
v 

patch other than the extracted one. 
4.4 MF-estimator 

The MF-estimator is developed as a generic robust 
estimator to handle multi-structure data set [ l l ] .  Ba- 
sically, it can estimate a valid model from a mixture 
data set without much influenced by the irrelevant 
data (data associated with other models) and outliers. 
In fact, all other irrelevant data appear to be outliers 
with respect to  one particular valid model. Once a 
valid model is established by the MF-estimator over 
the nonoutliers area, the same procedure can be ap- 
plied over the rest of the outlier areas to  find the sec- 
ond matching model and continue in such a recursive 
fashion. As a typical algorithm behavior, a matching 
model supported by a larger portion of data will be 
detected earlier in the recursion. 

The MF-estimator is formulated as the maximum 
likelihood estimator of a general regression model. It 
maximizes the following objective function at each 
fixed partial model t 2 0 [ll]: 

N 

Qmf(Ai ,Aa,a ,~; t )  = C l n ( g i  + t ) ,  (20) 
i = l  

where 
1 sf 

&U 2a 
g k  = - e x p ( - T ) .  

Let A1 be 61, A2 be 62 and a be 63. It can be derived 
that 

To make sure the extracted matching model has 
enough data support, we require the number of 
nonoutliers to  be large than a predefine threshold 
L. If #(G) < L ,  the normality test fails. 

e Reliability verification. The resultant a is a mea- 
sure of the goodness of the detected matching 
model. If a > U ,  the normality test fails. 

If the normality test fails, the maximization is con- 
tinued at the next larger t until a predefined upper 
bound for t is reached, at which stage, no solution is 
declared. If the normality test passes, a valid match- 
ing model is detected. In this case, if the associ- 
ated non-outlier data G set contains the center pixel 
(z,, y,), then the estimation is completed. However, 
if the center pixel does not belong to  the detected non- 
outlier patch G, we need to continue applying the MF- 
estimator on the rest of the outlier patch until a valid 
model containing the center pixel is found or no solu- 
tion is declared. See the algorithm description in the 
following for details. 
4.5 Post Processing 

Using the same approach as in the first ASA step, 
two post processing techniques known as line inter- 
polation and neighborhood smoothing are applied to  
remove the occasional bad matches and perform dis- 
parity smoothing. 

Occasionally, bad matches result due to numerical 
instabilities in the above estimators, such as diver- 
gence, singular matrix inversion, etc. Thus, we apply 
the line interpolation technique [8] to  detect such dis- 
parity values. Specifically, for each pixel, a line is con- 
structed using the disparity values of its left and right 
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neighbors. If the disparity of the current pixel is off 
the line by a predefined number of pixels, it  is consid- 
ered as a bad match and replaced by the interpolation 
value. 

Disparity smoothing is performed by averaging the 
disparity values over a mask consisting of the current 
pixel and its four immediate neighbors. 

5 Algorithm Description 
The multi-stage adaptive robust (MAR) stereo 

matching algorithm is summarized as follows: 

e Preprocessing 
Interpolate the test image ft by using the cubic 
spline interpolation techniques. 
Correlate the contrast and intensity difference be- 
tween the two stereo image pair fT and ft. For 
each large block of the reference image, a contrast 
factor c and a intensity difference b are computed 
using (4) and stored. 

0 Model Estimation and Disparity Computation 
Select the thresholds U ,  L , t , A t .  For each valid 
pixel (xn, yn) in the reference image fT, establish 
its working window M ,  of size 5 x 5 and centered 
at ( z n ,  yn).  Collect the needed data values within 
M ,  for the following multi-stage estimation pro- 
cedure. 

o In it i a liz a t i o n . 
Let AI be 6'1, A2 be 6'2 and a be 6'3. Denote 
6 = ( 6 ' , , 6 ' 2 ,  6'3)T. Compute the initial values for 
the geometric matching model 6'io), B?), 6'p) by 
using the least-squares solutions to, 

X I  = 6 ' 1 ~ i  + 6'2yi + 6'3, i = 1, . . . ,  N ,  (27) 

where xi and yi are the x-coordinate and y- 
coordinate of the i-th pixel in M,, respectively, 
and xi = with d? being the initial disparity 
provided by the ASA step. 

o Stage I. Least-squares estimation 
Compute the mat r ixX according to (12) and (8). 
and the update term A6 by (13). Once the up- 
date term is small compute the model reliability 
measure U by (14). If U < U ,  go to stage IV. 
Otherwise, proceed to stage 11. 

o Stage II. Bi-weight estimation 
Compute the matrix X according to (12) and (8), 
the weights wi, i = l , . . . , N ,  by (16) and (17) 
and the update term A6 by (18). Once the up- 
date term is small compute the model reliability 
measure U by (19 . If U < U, go to  stage IV. 
Otherwise, procee d to stage 111. 

o Stage III. MF-estimation 

Use the initial model Xio) = 1, i = 1,. . . , N  
and compute the initial a(') by (25). Compute 

the matrix X according to (12 and (8), the Xi, 
i = l , . . . , N ,  by (16) and (173 and the update 
term A6 by (24). Once the update term is small 
compute the model reliability measure by (25) 
and the non-outlier data set G by (26). 

o Stage IV. Disparity computation 
If a valid matching model containing the center 
pixel (z,, yn) is found in the foregoing stages, 
compute the disparity d, by (3). If no solution is 
declared in the foregoing stages, compare all the 
extracted valid matching models if any, and the 
original matching obtained by the ASA step, and 
choose the one that leads to the smallest match- 
ing measure s,. 

0 Post Processing 
Removal of bad matches using local fitting and 
local smoothing to  reduce the effects of noise. 

6 Performance Evaluation 
The ASA and MAR algorithms are evaluated using 

satellite multispectral data from the NOAA/AVHRR 
instrument for Hurricane Andrew. Fig. l (a)  is a vis- 
ible image of Hurricane Andrew after passing over 
Florida on August 25, 1992. Fig. l(c) shows an in- 
dependent infrared channel information of the same 
scene, which can be used as the true height map. Tak- 
ing Fig. l (a)  as the reference image and Fig. l ( c )  as 
the true disparity map, we create a synthetic visible 
stereo image (test image) as shown in Fig. l (b) ,  with 
the maximum disparity being 25 pixels. 

The resultant disparity map output from the ASA 
step implemented on the massively parallel Maspar 
computer is shown in Fig. l (d  . The resultant dispar- 
ity map is then used to  warp t h e reference image. Ide- 
ally, the warped image should perfectly resemble the 
test image. The difference between the warped image 
and the test image can also be used to  assess per- 
formance. The results from the second MAR estima- 
tion step of stereo analysis are given in Fig. l (b)  and 
(e), respectively. In the MAR algorithm, at U = 2.0, 
about 38% pixels are handled by the least-squares es- 
timator, 17% by the bi-weight estimator and 45% by 
the MF-estimator. 

For quantitatively assessing the improvement using 
the MAR estimation step, we analyze the matching 
quality in terms of the two error measurements, i.e., 
absolute disparity error, and absolute warped image 
error. The absolute disparity error is the absolute 
value of the difference between the resultant dispar- 
ity map and the true disparity map. The absolute 
warped image error is the absolute value of the dif- 
ference between the warped image constructed using 
the estimated disparity map and the test image. The 
difference from the true disparity is shown in Figure 
l(f). The absolute disparity errors after applying the 
MAR estimation step show an improvement of around 
20% over the initial disparity estimates from the ASA 
step. 

It is seen that the ASA step can reproduce the gen- 
eral cloud topography. The MAR estimation step fur- 
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ther recovers many fine scale cloud structures and mul- 
tiple cloud tracers. Statistically, the MAR algorithm 
improves the means of both the absolute disparity er- 
rors and the absolute warped errors by more than 20%. 

Figure 1: Hurricane Andrew stereo cloud data: (a) 
the original reference image, (b) the synthetic test im- 
age, ( c )  the true height (disparity) map, (d) computed 
cloud disparities using ASA algorithm, (e) disparities 
using MAR algorithm (f) difference from true dispar- 
ities using MAR algorithm. 
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